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QUESTION 1

Henry is attempting to verify VPN connectivity between two hosts, x and y. Of the following commands, which could be
BEST used to verify connectivity of this VPN? 

A. [Expert@HostName]# fw monitor -e "((src=x.x.x.x , dst=y.y.y.y) or (src=y.y.y.y, dst=x.x.x.x)), accept;" x-

o /var/log/fw_mon.cap 

B. [Expert@HostName]# fw monitor -e "host(x.x.x.x) and host(y.y.y.y), accept;" -o /var/log/fw_mon.capw monitor -e
"accept;" -o /var/log/fw_mon.cap 

C. [Expert@HostName]# fw monitor -e "(ip_p=X) or (ip_p=Y, port(Z)), accept;" -o /var/log/fw_mon.cap 

D. [Expert@HostName]# fw monitor -e "ip_p=X, accept;" -o /var/log/fw_mon.cap 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Server A is subject to automatically static NAT and also resides on a network which is subject to automatic Hide NAT.
With regards to address translation what will happen when Server A initiates outbound communication? 

A. This will cause a policy verification error. 

B. This is called hairpin NAT, the traffic will return to the server. 

C. The static NAT will take precedence. 

D. The Hide NAT will take precedence. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Remote VPN clients can initiate connections with internal hosts, but internal hosts are unable to initiate connections with
the remote VPN clients, even though the policy is configured to allow it. You think that this is caused by NAT. What
command can you run to see if NAT is occurring on a packet? 

A. fw tab -t fwx_alloc -x 

B. fw ctl pstat 

C. fwaccel stats misp 

D. fw ctl debug -m fw + conn drop packet xlate xltrc nat 

Correct Answer: D 

 



QUESTION 4

What is the log file that shows the keep alive packets during the debug process? 

A. $FWDIR/log/ikev2.xmll 

B. $FWDIR/log/ike.xmll 

C. $FWDIR/log/ike.elg 

D. $FWDIR/log/vpnd.elg 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

In R77, Under what circumstances would IPS bypass be enforced? 

A. Single CoreXL fw instance usage over `High\\' threshold, Average Memory over `High\\' threshold 

B. Single CoreXL fw instance usage over `Low\\' threshold, Average Memory over `High\\' threshold 

C. Average CPU over `High\\' threshold, Average Memory over `Low\\' threshold 

D. Average CPU over `High\\' threshold, Average Memory over `High\\' threshold 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

What considerations are required when configuring IPV6 with Wire mode? 

A. IPv6 in Wire mode is only supported in R77. 

B. IPV6 must be configured on both end points. 

C. IPV6 is not supported in Wire mode. 

D. You must use internal IPv6 addressing space to use Wire mode. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

How can you see a dropped connection and the cause from the kernel? 

A. fw zdebug drop 

B. fw ctl debug drop on 

C. fw debug drop on 



D. fw ctl zdebug drop 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following is NEVER affected by incorrect OS time and date configuration? 

A. VPN PSK authentication 

B. VPN certificate authentication 

C. SIC 

D. Identity Awareness Kerberos authentication 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

You are at a customer site, and when you run cphaprob stat you are not seeing a normal ClusterXL Health. What
command could you run verify the number of cores are not matched on both cluster members? 

A. cpconfig 

B. cphaprob -a if 

C. fw ctl multik stat 

D. cphaprob stat 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

When running a SecureXL debug how do you initialize the debug buffer to 32000? 

A. fwaccel debug buf 32000 

B. fw ctl debug buf 32000 

C. sim debug buf 32000 

D. fwaccel dbg buf 32000 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11



From which version can you add Proxy ARP entries through the GAiA portal? 

A. R77.10 

B. R77 

C. R75.40 

D. R76 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

What is the best way to see how a firewall is performing while processing packets in the firewall path, including resource
usage? 

A. fw getperf 

B. SecureXL stat 

C. fwaccel stats 

D. fw ctl pstat 

Correct Answer: D 
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